the Auckland
Orienteer

What maps are these?

April 1987

E D I T O R I A L
There is quite a variety for you to read this month, with a good
comment on orienteering from a beginner's point of view, at last a
report on the Mountain Marathon, details on forth-coming events, a way
to raise some funds for your club, the usual club news and odds & sods,
and something to think about in an article called 'Are Colour-Coded
Courses For Us?'
Judy Martin poses this question following her experiences in the
UK and full details of the British system are published on pages 18 and
19. The comment
is often made that we make course-setting too
difficult by insisting on a large number of courses in an endeavour to
cater for the multitude of age grades that we offer.
Should we
consider simplifying the OY competition by doing away with age grades
and adopting colour-coded courses instead? We would need only half the
number of courses that are presently set! A lot of orienteers ignore
their correct age grade anyway, choosing instead to run a course that
will give them more competition or longer distance.
I would be interested in receiving your comments.
Keith Stone
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COMING

EVENTS

APRIL
5 C Mangere: Promotion farm event on Self's Farm map. Near
quarry at end of Tidal Road, Mangere.
T
Taupo: CDOA OY2 on Wainui map used for day-6 of the Milo
7-day. Flattish forest dissected by intricate gullies.
Follow SH5 from Taupo towards Napier until you reach Iwitahi
(22 km). Turn south and follow 'O'-signs.
11/12 D Otago Championships: On Seacliff and Pyramid maps.
12
SA Waiuku Forest: Promotion forest event. Entry to forest
via Forest Headquarters.
NW
Silverdale: Colour coded event on Weiti Station map.
Farm/forest area. Signposted from East Coast Road, ten
minutes north of Northcross. Details on page 12.
17/20
Wellington: Easter 4-day Badge event. First day is also a
trial for the WOC and NZ Challenge teams. Details last month.
Entries closed 31 March.
19
C
Auckland Domain: Park event.
23
NW Auckland Secondary School Championships: Entries made
through schools.
26
NW Woodhill Forest: AOAOY2on new Otakinini forest map. Badge
event and trial for WOC team. Details last month. Entries
close 2 April. Enter forest via Rimmer Road, north of Forest
Headquarters.

MAY
3

SA

Alfriston: Club competition on Redoubt farmland map. Details
of competition were in last month's magazine. This should be
a good day for all club members. Take Manurewa turn-off from
motorway and follow O-signs.
10
C
One Tree Hill: Park event.
Woodhill Forest: Winstone Forest Run. 5km and 10km runs.
Refer page 11 for more information.
16/17
Waiuku area: Junior Training Camp. More training for the
junior squad and other interested non-beginners. Details on
page 12,
17
NW Long Bay Regional Reserve: Promotion park and farm event at
ARA reserve.
Taupo: CDOA OY3 on Kinloch map. Farmland and forest map.
Follow O-signs from SH1 turn-off just north of Taupo.
24
C
Woodhill Forest: AOAOY3.Which map?
30/1 June Queens Birthday 3-day badge event organised by the three
Auckland clubs. Refer page 7 for details. Entry form
enclosed in this issue.

START

TIMES

Events can usually be started any time between 10.00am and 1.00pm.
Central Districts OY events start between 11.00am and 1.00pm.
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CLOSING DATES FOR ENTRIES
April

3 AOAOY2Badge Event & WOC Trial
Entries to: John Fettes, 26 Arthur St, Ponsonby, Auckland 1

April 24

Winstone Forest Run
Entries to: Rolf Wagner, 12 Parkway Drive, Mairangi Bay, 10

April 30

Queen's Birthday 3-day Event
Entries to: Barry Tuck, 14 Estelle Place, Pakuranga, Akld 6

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Dear Editor,
I write in support of Ann Fettes' letter concerning the
inappropriate courses set for W50. Margot Jones in Australia has been
carrying out a similar campaign for several years - luckily without
much success otherwise the NZ W50 team would not have been able to
defeat them last year!
When we W50's race against the Australians in Australia it
is often necessary to be able to survive for at least 50 - 60 minutes
at race pace in order to be close to the winning W50 time. Our 30
minute events in NZ are no preparation for this. Other grades may also
have found that their races abroad take much longer than in NZ.

either
or

NZ will never have an overall competitive team unless
(a) aspiring team members always run a higher grade, especially
in NZ trials and all badge events,
(b) their own age grade courses are upgraded to international
standard.

Option (a) would cause considerable difficulties for the
selectors, so please could option (b) be considered - soon, immediately
for this year, not next!
Hilary Weeks

COVER

QUIZ

How about those March maps? Did you get them right?
They were -

Top left
Bottom left
Right

Mission Road
Taurangaruru
Quarry Road

You have Chris O'Brien to thank for these brain-teasers
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ORIENTEERING
- IMPRESSIONS FROM A FIRST YEAR
This month completes my first year of orienteering. I am impressed
that the sport appears to be well-organised in Auckland. The magazine
provides good communication link-up and there are a sufficient number
of participants to organise and support events. The base is here to
work from to promote more involvement in the sport.
My first contact with orienteering came while I was trips organiser for an Auckland tramping club. I picked up a programme at a store
in Hobson Street and later brought our bus load of bush walkers out to
try reap and compass reading at an OY event. The day was a successful
diversification from hiking and a number of us have been back again for
more.
On applying for membership I received a magazine and 20 pages
describing IOF control symbols and a glossary of terms. Contact with
the C.O.C. membership secretary was most helpful and appreciated. The
posted package however raised new questions, for example, "what is a
badge?", "when is the end-of-year prizegiving?", "when are these IOF
symbols used?". I wonder whether there is scope for a mini-booklet
similar to "Safety in the Mountains" which is given free to all members
of any club affiliated with Federated Mountain Clubs.
Much of my initial confusion was sorted out during registration at
events when I was approached by a co-ordinator/coach volunteering his
or her assistance. I was pleased to receive helpful advice and information. Looking back, I would say the coach roaming the registration area
is in a key position to generate interest and confidence among newcomers who may return for a future event.
My first event was at Ngapuriri in limestone country around Port
Waikato. After 2.5 hours lost in buffeting wind and steep valleys I was
glad to complete the M21B course before everyone had gone home. With
the best 7 out of 9 results counting towards the orienteer-of-the-year,
two zeros at the first events were daunting. Nevertheless I was pleased
with my results at the end of the year. My apologies go to anyone whose
sensitivities are offended by my running in leather boots and shorts. I
have weak ankles and I tend to dress for bush-crashing in the wilderness - just like some O-courses. The next problem which puzzled me was
with 1:15000 maps. As a civil engineer I detest an unconventional scale
and in vain I tried to buy a compass with this scale marked on it, so I
scurried home and attacked my inches and millimetres compass and etched
clear 1:15000 markings along one side. What do the rest of you use?
I've found it hard to drag friends along to O-events. Orienteering
is envisaged as fitful running with onerous use of the brain; yet that
is why I love it! I see that the sport involves individuals and
families at all levels, i.e. stroll and picnic through to competition,
and this feature should still be emphasised in promotion.
All in all, I am impressed with the amount of work that is put
into organising so many events each year and I look forward to another
season.
Bruce Horide
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DIARY

OF

A MOUNTAIN

MARATHON

WAIOURU 13-14 DECEMBER 1986
7 - 4 weeks
before M-M

Holiday in India - too hot to even think about running
and too busy just avoiding Delhi-belly.

3 weeks to go

Husband mystifies
Woolworths customers by weighing
"bottom of the range" synthetic fibre sleeping bags on
the confectionery scales. The 2lb single bag is modified
under the supervision of technical director (husband) to
accommodate two orienteers. A goodnight's sleep is not
part of the guarantee.

2 weeks to go

20km training run in the Waitakeres and get caught out
walking up the hills. Unfortunately (?) have caught a
cold and can't go on the next long run - husband wears
out Club President instead.

1 week to go

Lounge floor disappears under bulk supplies of polyproplene clothing, running shoes, tent fly, plastic bags and
high quality food. Prevent partner from over-zealously
checking quality of apricot snack-logs, dried fruit and
health food bars.
Last ditch lunch-time jogs along the waterfront with the
boss and all too soon it is Friday . . . .

Friday

Carbohydrate loading at Te Kuiti Takeaways and finally a
caravan at Turangi. Listen to the rain drumming on the
metal roof. Repack the gear in more plastic bags.

Day One

Not especially hungry but force down big breakfast
("Shut up and eat!">.
Visit loo for 10th time after
gear check and shoulder packs - all up weights are 7lb
and 8lb each.
The army has an impressive display of military shells
and rockets and damaged boots as a grisly reminder of
what might befall an unwary orienteer should he make
close contact with an unexploded shell. Am assured we
are unlikely to encounter any shells . . . .
Fact - saw at least ten but did not wait to see if they
were live or not.
I am overtaken on hills so chief tactician steers a
course via streams and through scrub to avoid parts of
the map over-crowded with brown contour lines. Reach
stream - husband has sustalyte and health food bars
ready as I steam up.
The wild horses standing silhouetted against the snowy
mass
of Ruapehu
must
wonder
about
these
humans
floundering through the dry golden tussock. At last we
reach a tussock slope sprouting nylon mushrooms of all
shapes and colours.
Beef and lamb slices take five minutes on our meta
tablet and foil stove , and the bodies are so tired they
don't
even
differentiate
between
an inner-sprung
mattress and 5mm closed cell foam.
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Day Two

A chasing start, so run as fast as possible until out of
sight and then follow the wild horses cross-country.
More people about today - greater pressure to maintain
the pace. Husband turns nursemaid, cajoling my unwilling
flesh up hill after hill towards Waiouru.
Turn on an impressive (we hope) sprint for the crowd at
the finish tape and satisfy our fantasies for a long,
cold beer.
Lisa Mead

AUCKLAND ORIENTEERING
THE

ASSOCIATION

TRIALS

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY,

MAY 3 0 , 31 & J U N E 1

DAY 1 : SATURDAY 30 MAY : ORGANISERS : South Auckland Orienteering Club
HURIWAI - Used once for Auckland Champs 1986.
1:15000 / 5m contours. Steep and undulating clean farmland with
complex rock features and gully systems.
DAY 2

:

SUNDAY 31 MAY : ORGANISERS : Whangarei Orienteering Club
GLENBERVIE - New map. 1:10000 / 5m contours.
Pine and native forest and some farmland with variable run and
numerous steep-sided complex gullies.

DAY 3 : MONDAY 1 JUNE : ORGANISERS : Central Orienteering Club
QUARRY ROAD (Woodhill Forest) - Used twice for National Relays
and Milo 7-day. 1:10000 / 3.5m contours.
Open flat to steep, complex, pine forest with variable run.
GRADES and COURSES :
Course 1
M21E
Course 2
W21E, M35A
Course 3
M19A, M21A, M40A M45A, W21A
Course 4
M17A, M50A, W19A, W35A
Course 5
M15A, M21B, M35B, M40B, W17A
Course 6
M55A, M60A, W40A, W45A
Course 7
M13A, M17-20B, M21C, M45B, W15A
Course 8
W13A, W50A, W55A
Course 9
M12A, W12A, W17-20B, W21C, W40B, W45B
Course 10
W-16B, M-16B
Course 11
Wayfarers
Distances and expected winning times will be based on NZOF
single-day times, taking into account varying terrain and km-rates.
ENTRIES : CLOSING DATE : 30 APRIL 1987
Entries after this date accepted at organiser's discretion and
subject to double entry fee.
ENTRY FEES : SENIOR $6 per day, JUNIOR (19 & under)
FAMILY MAXIMUM $16 per day
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$4 per day

CENTRAL

CHATTER

From the Committee : Thank you to all the junior
course setters for the Twilight Series. For most of you
it was the first time you had tried your hand at course setting and you
all did a very good job. Sometimes it slips the memory that we all had
to begin once (and make the odd mistake) and what better way is there
for our young folk to learn than setting courses on familiar parkland.
Well done, all of you!
Thank you, too, to Tony Nicholls who has
presented the Club with another flag (to replace the one which
mysteriously
disappeared). Peter Johnson
is getting a suitable
flagpole, so watch out for the Central flag at future events and make
it our gathering place.
Thanks to those members who volunteered their services for the
field working of Churchill Park. The map is now being drawn up.
Mangere Mountain is next and the work is scheduled to commence, and
will hopefully be completed, on 11 April. The meeting place - the
Soccer Club car park, Mangere Mountain, at 12.30pm. Contact Eddie
Reddish as soon as possible so that base map material can be prepared.
An orienteering club is really only as rich as the number and
quality of the orienteering maps that it has available for use. If you
have the time and would like to help in performing the necessary work
to make maps, then contact Eddie Reddish. He has plenty of work
available. The next mapping will be Dingle Dell and then Western
Springs, with more to follow. If you would like to try your hand at
cartography (map drawing) let Eddie know.
A warm welcome to the following new members; Bob, Lesley, Jeremy
and Simon Demler.
The next two club meetings are as follows:Wed

1 April

Wed

2 May

T & H Clendon,
21 Cleland Crescent, Blockhouse Bay, ph 678-545

Peter Johnson,
1/49 Felton Matthew Avenue, Glen Innes, ph 589-548
All members are welcome at these meetings. Start time - 7.30pm.
The Chatterbox

BITS & PIECES
•

A Hot Training Tip :
Want to be able to jump those electric fences? The way to develop
your jump, according to visiting basketball player Doug Stewart,
who has a lift of 1.1 metres, is to practise running backwards
uphill. So next time you are on your training run remember to face
the other way when you come to a hill.
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•

Changes In Forest Administration :
Corporatisation - with it's 'user pays' philosophy - is impacting
on orienteering. No longer will we enjoy the free access to the
forests and the use of the recreation officer to manage our bookings. Forest Service staff have been cut dramatically and there
will be no clerical staff at the forests. Discussions are being
held with Mr A Smith to work out a fair arrangement for our use of
the forests. He came to the last promotion event in Woodhill
Forest and seems open to suggestions from us as to how we should
operate. He put forward the suggestion of having one person from
the Auckland clubs to liase with the Forest Corporation on
bookings, keys, etc.
It is certainly in our interest to streamline administration as much as possible and there should be no
reason why we shouldn't have a good relationship with the new
Corporation.

•

Southland Championships :
I see from the results of the Southland Championships that Laurie
Baxter of North West club won the M55A grade. The event was held
over two days, 21-22 February, and apart from Laurie there were
other 'overseas' guests from Denmark, Sweden and Canada.
Laurie did not have much competition in his grade but he achieved
second fastest time of all competitors on course 4, only being
beaten by one M15A.
Congratulations Laurie. How about telling us all about it?
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NORTH WEST NEWS
Congratulations to Jeni Martin for winning
the Brighouse Trophy for 1986, A well deserved
result from a lot of hard work on orienteering. Congratulations also
to our other club members who finished in equal third place, only two
points behind Jeni - Ralph King, Keith Stone, Barry Hanlon and Lesley
Stone.
Welcome to new member Bruce Hickman of Mairangi Bay. Bruce is also
a member of the North Shore Bays Athletic & Harrier Club so we now have
about 6 or 7 members who belong to both clubs.
Don't forget the training that will be available to all orienteers
(including those from other clubs), at Weiti Station on April 12, in
addition to the colour-coded courses which will be available. The
training will be open from 11.00 - 12.00 (which will give you time to
do one of the courses first!).
Brent Hill has sent back a postcard from Spain. He had just driven
down from France and was on his way through Spain to get to Morrocco.
He was obviously enjoying himself and had only been for one run.
Our usual monthly
School, corner Birkdale
commencing at 7.30pm.
the school on the first

club meeting will be held at Birkdale Primary
& Salisbury Roads, Birkdale on Thursday 2 April
All members are welcome. Meetings are held at
Thursday of every month.

WINSTONE FOREST RUN
On the opposite page are details of the 7th Winstone Forest Run
being held on Sunday 10 May in Woodhill Forest. Two fun runs, over 5km
and 10km are organised by members of the NZOF World Champs Training
Squad to raise funds for the NZ team to travel to France in September
for the World Championships and for junior training.
This year the
committee is Paul Dalton, Rob Garden, Rolf Wagner, Jeanine Browne,
Joanne Cunningham, Dave Melrose and Alistair Cory-Wright.
Proceeds from the 1986 Forest Run went towards funding NZ team
members in the Australia / NZ Challenge ($100 for each person in all
under 21 grades), a special grant to allow Alistair Landels to go to
Australia, and the balance towards WOC '87.
To organise a run with over 2500 runners takes a lot of manpower hence this article. The squad needs HELP from at least 45 orienteers
on the day for such jobs as late entries, drink stops, selling food,
course marshalls, handing out certificates, packing up, and many, many
more. . . .
If you want to run it can be arranged and lunch and liquid
refreshments are supplied.
So, if you are interested in an entertaining day out in the sun
contact Dave Melrose at 90 Balmoral Road, Mt Eden or phone 606-872 and
he will find you a suitable job. (First in, first served for the beer
tent!!!)
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Time:

5 km Fun Run 10.30 am
10 km Fun Run 11.15 am
LATE ENTRY Registration Closes 20 minutes before each race

Place:

WOODHILL STATE FOREST

To avoid congestion and fully utilize large
parking areas, entry through the forest to the
race centre will be from two directions (see
map).
Take N.W. Motorway (Highway 16) to
Waimauku — approx. 40 mins from city —
and follow directions sent In race information
pack.
Allow sufficient time to reach start area.
Late entries are to enter via Forest HQ.

Race Information Pack:
Will be sent to entrants 1 week before the race
and will contain:
Directions on which entry route to take
Race details and course plan
Official race identification

Prizes:

OVER $6000 WORTH OF PRIZES.AII Spot Prizes
All entrants completing their run will receive certificates.
Major spot prizes will be drawn from place numbers on the
certificates. Minor spot prizes will be won by the
presentation of those race certificates bearing lucky markers.
There will be a special spot prize this year worth over $1000.
Over 300 prizes in all.

T-Shirt

A top quality New Balance T-Shirt printed with a unique 4-colour
race design will be available at only $15.
Order with entry. Sizes available XS, S, M, OS, XOS, XXOS.

Entry:

Entries Close Friday 24 April
$7, 16 and over;
$4, under 16 on race day

LATE E N T R I E S : $10, 16 and over, $6 under 16
Further entry forms from
Mrs P. Snedden, N.Z. Orienteering Federation,
Box 26 Waiuku. Ph (085) 59609
or photocopy opposite page.
ORGANIZED BY NZ ORIENTEERING FEDERATION TRAINING SQUAD.
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SOUTH AUCKLAND

NEWS

•

A warm welcome to our newest member
Alistair Briffet, and congratulations
to his Mum and Dad, Margaret Currie and John Briffet.

•

Our next club meeting at the Robinson's Residence, East Street,
Pukekohe, on Monday 6 April will be a special one as we have to
elect a new President and Relay Selector.
All club members are invited to attend the meeting which will
commence at 7.30pm, Ph PUK 86-911 for more details.

•

Remember the Sheldons?
They are about to move house this month,
although not very far from the sound of it, as they will still be
in the same Melbourne suburb. Their new address will be 8 Knights Drive, Glen Waverley, Melbourne,
Victoria 3150, Australia

WEITI

STATION

Fast, open running, gum trees and sea views.
Does that sound
good?
That's Weiti Station!
North West is offering colour-coded
courses on newly cleared areas of this map on Sunday 12 April.
Courses will be as follows Blue
7.2km
Green
3.0km
Red
4.7km
Orange
1.9km
Yellow
1.7km

Hard control sites
Hard control sites
Medium control sites
Easy / Medium sites
Easy control sites

First 100 maps bought at registration will have map corrections
already done on them. How's that for service above and beyond . . . .?
To find Weiti Station, drive north on East Coast Road for about
10 minutes from Northcross and watch out for 'O'-signs on the right.

JUNIOR

TRAINING CAMP

POLLOK and WAIUKU FOREST
May 16 - 17

Open to any non-beginners

Saturday 16

1.00pm
Evening

Sunday 17

9.00am
to
1.00pm

Pollok area
3 Training exercises
Stay at Snedden/Robinson bach,
Colbeck Road, Awhitu
Waiuku Forest

Details of venues announced later.
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Bring - sleeping bag, pillow, lunches, breakfast, drink,
O-gear, towel, toilet gear, cup, cutlery, crockery,
$6.00 for evening meal and accommodation.
Confirm your attendance to John Rix, 29 Middlemore Road, Otahuhu,
phone 276-4901, by 10 May.

APOC

1988

—

TASMANIA

Eddie Reddish (ph 569-147) has entry forms for this event (Asia Pacific Orienteering Championships) to be held in Tasmania from 6 - 1 7
January 1988. Entries must to be received prior to 30 August otherwise
late entry rates will apply.
It is expected that there could well be an accommodation shortage
because of the school holidays, so everyone should get their entries
and accommodation arrangements finalised as soon as possible.
For all you fit, and not so fit, "oldies" (i.e. over 30 years)
with time/money to spare and who wish to get in a bit of Aussie training before APOC '88, the inaugural Australian Masters Games will be
held in Tasmania from 28 November to 12 December 1987. A comprehensive
range of sports, including orienteering, will be offered. The two day
orienteering event will be held on 5/6 December in the Bothwell area
(approximately 50km north of Hobart).
There are seven age-related grades for both men and women. Entries
close 1 October 1987, Contact Eddie Reddish for an entry form. The
entry form details the 35 sports offered - you may wish to have a go at
something else, apart from the Casino, while you are there!

WATCH

IT

!

Orienteers buying a new watch will be interested in the Casio
Triathlete, which has the ability to store the times at each control on
your course. Normally your split times are only available at one point
on the course, if at all; now you can record your time at every control
as a matter of routine. You can then compare with your rivals (assuming
they also have such a watch) , make better estimates of time losses for
errors and calculate running speeds in various types of terrain.
The Casio Triathlete has
memories by pressing a button,
run by pressing another button,
of times. Both intermediate and

30 memories. You store time into the
fix the recordings at the end of your
and then you can play back the sequence
cumulative times are displayed.

The watch also has a normal stopwatch, alarm,
countdown. Oh yes, it also tells the time of day!

calendar

and

The price of this wonder-watch is $129 from watch retailers and
Runners World (in Wellington).
From the Wellington Area Magazine
Now, if they only made one that could read a map . .
13
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ARE

COLOUR

CODED

COURSES

FOR

US?

from Our foreign Correspondent

Having a chance to observe and participate in the British orienteering scene for six months has been an enjoyable (well, most of the
time - it has been winter) and challenging experience. I think I've
learned a thing or two, and some of that may be worth sharing; although
I am aware that I am only following in the paths of many previous NZ
orienteers. Maybe my age and sex gives me a slightly different perspective on things.
As I pick up the latest issues of our National magazine and the
Auckland Orienteer, I see the same contentious issues being raised;
particularly course-setting and the length/degree of difficulty and
combinations of courses. I have been known to air my views on these
subjects before; I will risk doing so again because experiencing the
British system and attending a few planning and coaching courses has
extended my understanding and suggested a few ideas which could well
help us here in New Zealand.
The British system is clearly defined, and as a 'beginner' coursesetter there are precise and helpful guidelines. These guidelines seem
to be working well, with the exception - some of the time - of the
veteran women's grades. The latest BOF rules indicate clearly that they
are listening to the requests from this group for longer and more
technically demanding courses. Unfortunately the planners sometimes
still ignore these guidelines (see the letters and article in the
latest 'Compass Sport').
For the record, the 1987 BOF suggestions for W50A are :
Finishing time
55 - 65 minutes
Technical difficulty
5 (greatest degree of difficulty)
Course length
45% of M21E length
The winning time for W50 at a badge event I attended last weekend was
35 minutes for a 4.7km course, 7.4 minutes per km! No, it certainly
wasn't me! but it's good to have the challenge. However that wasn't a
technically difficult course, there was very little climb but it was
quite rough going.
To turn to the British system in general :At Badge events or above, they have the standard IOF M/W 10-65 'A'
& 'B' grades. For the course-setter all courses are graded 1 - 5 in
technical difficulty and 1 - 5 in physical difficulty. I think anyone
who has entered the NZ course setting competition will be aware of
these details. I personally find them very helpful. In Britain, 'B'
grade courses are not technically easier than 'A' grade except in the
younger grades; they are physically easier and shorter.
At open and club events, courses are colour-coded rather than agegrouped. These colour courses are of a specified length and degree of
difficulty and that standard is applied nationally. In other words, you
can turn up at any event and know clearly what to expect if you run a
'Blue' course. There are seven colours, but it is not necessary to provide courses for all colours at any one event. It is necessary that the
15

courses you do provide, conform to the guidelines set out. At National
and Badge events age classes are pre-entered but colour-coded courses
are also provided, and they are enter-on-the-day.
The effect of this system is that novice and improving orienteers
run only colour-coded courses; and some recreational orienteers are
content to do so indefinitely. 'B' courses can be legitimately combined
with 'A' courses of appropriate length which is not possible with the
NZ system because we require them to also be easier technically, and
this seems to be the main area of disagreement when discussing course
combinations. If the colour-coded system was adopted in NZ it is prob¬
able that 'B' courses would be unnecessary at most events because of
our limited numbers. Additionally it might encourage youngsters to stay
with a less difficult course until they are technically ready for 'A'
courses - there is a badge incentive scheme for colour courses as well
as age grades. One of our difficulties seems to be that no juniors want
to run 'B' grade, and as course-setters get it in the neck if they set
courses that are too hard for juniors, they consequently set for the
mediocre rather than the best. Can our really experienced and most
promising juniors be stimulated and retain interest if their courses
are little more than a track run?
The cry will perhaps be, "It means too many courses". A count of
the courses at yesterday's badge event revealed the following :—
Grades were provided for M & W, 1 0 - 6 5 years, A & B grades, plus 5
colour-coded plus 2 army grades. The total number of courses was 18,
the number of competitors approaching 2600. This seems to compare more
than favourably with our Auckland OY's where we may have 12 courses for
200-300 competitors.
Carol McNeill has produced additional guidelines on colour-coded
courses and I have a copy of these I could pass on to anyone interested
when I return to NZ at the end of May. Many experienced Kiwi orienteers
have visited the UK before me and must have considered these possibili¬
ties; can we have their comments on the advantages and disadvantages as
they see them?
Judy Martin

HEYLEN RESEARCH CENTRE
This Centre is setting up a Consumer Network for more in-depth
research. This is more along the lines of a one-to-one conversation or
discussion on various topics. Respondents receive $20.00 for their time
and it could be a relatively painless way to raise funds for the three
clubs. Most 'interviews' take place at the Heylen Research Centre at 35
Hargreaves St, College Hill, and can be either during the day or in the
evening.
Denise Sampson can give you any further information
require. Her phone number is in the opposite advertisement.
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THE HEYLEN POLL
PEOPLE NEED YOU . . .
but not always for a Heylen Poll. If you
drink milk, wear a watch, use a bank, drive
a car . . . and even if you don't do these
things, we'd like to talk with you.
We need people to help us with a special
type of consumer research not used
anywhere else in New Zealand. A type of
research that is generally fun, easy to do
and different, and we pay you for your

time.
If you would like to know more about the
Heylen Consumer Network and live within
easy reach of Auckland contact
Denise Sampson

793-260
Heylen Research Centre
Auckland, PO Box 3 4 7 0
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BRITISH

ORIENTEERlNG

FEDERATION

RULES

GUIDELINE 1

COLOUR CODED COURSES

1.

Courses

7 colours are used. Each colour represents a certain level of physical and
technical difficulty.
In outline, the darker the colour, the longer or harder the
course. A detailed outline is attached.
Whilst the scheme is not intended to restrict a planner's options (ie he does not
have to use all the colours, or he may plan separate "uncoloured" courses), it is
vital that if a course is assigned a particular colour it should be of the
appropriate length and difficulty.
Planners should note that it will not be possible to provide certain coloured
courses in some areas. For example, a technically difficult area in Cumbria may not
allow a white or yellow course, whilst a parkland area may not permit green, blue or
brown.
If a large entry is anticipated, it is quite reasonable to plan two courses
of the same colour; they should, however, be comparable in length and difficulty.

2.

Colour Awards

A competitor qualifies for a colour by finishing on three occasions in the top half
of those who started the course, or within one-and-a-half times the winner's time.
The controller may extend the qualifying rule at his discretion. Colours may be
claimed from Club Secretaries. Results from events below Badge standard not run
under the colour scheme may be taken into account at the discretion of the awarding
official. Pairs can qualify for colour awards on yellow and orange courses. A
white badge is available to anyone who completes three courses.

3.

Planning and Controlling

The planner and controller have the responsibility for ensuring the success of the
scheme. They must do their best to adhere to the Guidelines given overleaf for each
course; someone entering an orange course on one weekend should be able to enter an
orange course the following weekend confident that the physical and technical
standard will be similar.
In particular, the yellow and orange courses (and to a
lesser extent, the red course) should be technically straightforward, with plenty of
controls on simple features.
The planner should decide which courses should be provided.
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RED

As for orange

50-80 mins

4.5 - 6.0 km

Medium

As for white

Plenty of controls, but
introduce simple route choice
via line features or very easy
contour features.

35-55 mins

2.5 - 3.5 km

Easy-Medium

Planning:

Plenty of
controls
virtually no
route choice.

GREEN

BLUE

Hard

Includep l e n t yof route
choice and testing legs.

Technically

50-75 mins

- 4.5 km5.5 - 7.0 km

35-55 mins

3.5

Hard

Inexperienced
those
progressing
from the novice orienteers who Experienced
want a longer
stage
course.

ORANGE

As for yellow,
plus raised
point features
near line
features.

25-45 mins

1.5 - 2 km

Easy

Novices

YELLOW

Control Sites: Path bends and As for white
junction,
fences, stream
bends etc.

15-40 mins

Time for most
finishers:

Very easy

1.0 - 1.5 km

i

Novices and
Instruction

WHITE

Length:

Technical
Level:

Intended f o r :

COURSE

60-85 mins

8 km *

BROWN

i

orienteers.

BRITISH ORIENTEERING FEDERATION
RULES
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AUCKLAND ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION NIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS 1987
HELD ON MISSION COAST ROAD MAP ON 14/3/87 BY NWOC
Course 1

Course 2

M21

M17

1.
2.
3.
4.

J.Rix
R.Wagner
G.Unkovich
S.Bohle

C
44.53
NW 59.48
SA 75.03
C 97.54

M35
1.
2.
3.

1. N.Crispe
2. N.Phillips

SA 45.50
SA 74.17

M45+
S.Foster
P.Johansen
W.Mellow

NW 74.52
NW 89.42
C 120.00

W.Aspin
T.Moen
E.Reddish
B.Henderson
B.Cuthbert
C.O'Brien

SA
NW
C
NW
NW
NW

J.van der Poel

NW DNF

1.
2.
3.
4.

K.Stone
NW 52.43
A.Nicholls
C
55.00
R.Thompson
WHG 73.52
B.Hanlon
NW 79.17
T.Nuthall(unofficial) C 46.18
B.Murphy
SA retired

M40
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

62.18
64.35
69.14
70.45
84.03
87.34

Others
1. L.Stone & M.Moen NW 66.19
2. M & J.Newton
C 99.20

W21

Course 3

Course 4

W15

M13

1.

A.Stone &
P.Clendon

NW
C

72.27

S.Pilbrow
L.O'Brien

SA 47.15
NW 56.22

1. R.Murphy
2. B.Ashmore
3.
D.Reddish
* Times affected by

SA 19.08
C 25.29*
C 29.38*
missing control

W40
1.
2.

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.Rix
B&J.Tuck
A.Lawrence
G.Pilbrow
B.Cooper
I.Bamford

NW
C
SA
SA
NW
C

34.57
44.18
47.48
48.04
53.01
55.43

W13
1. B.Stone &
P.Cadness
Other

NW 49.28

1. D.Ashmore
2. R.Ireland

C
C
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18.13
42.31

SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a completely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$28.50 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $26.95, covers Postage)

Available from
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 39-141

Ph: 732-675

ORIENTEERING - BUSINESS - PLEASURE
For all your accommodation requirements
Call
THE ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS

INSTANT FREELINE
We can book you a hotel almost anywhere
in the world AND at no cost to you
Telephone
DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS

794-660
394-549

IF OUT OF AUCKLAND
DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
(09) 794-662 (Freephone)
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS
(09) 394-551 (Freephone)
We are about to launch a Corporate Client
Programme with savings from 15% upwards.
Ring us on 799-650 for further information.
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New Zealand Orienteering federation (Inc.)
P.O. Box 90, Hastings.

4 March,1987.

The Secretary, All Clubs,
Area Associations
LANDS AND SURVEY DEPARTMENT-DIAPOSITIVE CHARGES
As you are all no doubt aware the Federation has for some
time been corresponding with the Lands and Survey Department
seeking to have the $100.00 royalty charge levied on diapos¬
itives either waived or greatly reduced for maps used in
Orienteering.
Negotiations up till now have been somewhat unsuccessful
and we are presently discussing the situation with the
Minister of Sport and Recreation, Mr. Mike Moore. These
negotiations have reached a delicate stage and it is therefore vital that good relations are maintained with all
Government Departments.
We ask that everyone use the utmost tact and courtesy when
dealing with not only the Lands and Survey but any other
Department especially Forestry. Please remember that Mr.
Moore will be seeking information from all Departments and
it is therefore essential that all reports are favourable.
This will ensure that our request for special consideration
will meet with a positive response and that any concession
which he may be able to gain for us will not be jeopodised.
Yours sincerely,

Colin Tait.
Secretary.
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HANDS ON
METHODS FOR TEACHING CONTOURS
BY JULIE DE PASS

Last year I was asked to help with a
beginner's clinic on contours at a
Dorset Training Camp in Ontario. This
seemed like quite a challenge as
interpreting the true lie of the land
from those brown lines snaking their
way across the map, took me ages to
understand. Every time I make a
monumental mistake orienteering, I
realize it could probably have been
avoided, had I paid more attention to
the contour lines.
All the orienteering books tell us that
the ability to anticipate the different
landforms, and the shape of the ground
ahead from contours, is one of the
hardest and most important skills of
orienteering. The task in hand was
therefore to try and make the
relationship simple for a group of
beginning orienteers, thus improving
their map-reading skills.
The photographs accompanying the
contour line diagrams in the text books
are helpful, and cutting cross sections
of potatoes was another idea. Having
spent half an hour searching through a
mound of potatoes at our local fruit
market for appropriate shapes and
sizes, I decided there must be a better
way.
Kneading bread dough one morning
gave me the answer use play dough!
We needed something to really get our
hands on to shape; to mould; to create;
to break apart and put together again in
different forms. A good beginning
project is a nice simple conical hill.
If you include a few knives in your
"kit" sections can be cut across the
playdough to indicate the relationship
between the brown lines on the map
and the landform. It is quite
therapeutic too after a long strenuous
morning in the woods, to pound one's
playdough ball into the various shapes
suggested by the instructor. Teenage
groups initially may joke about
returning to nursery school, but soon
get themselves involved. Teams can be
formed with an extra person timing how
long it takes each team to make a hill, a
re-entrant, a spur and a saddle, for

example. This works well with groups
of Scouts and Guides running the
length of the gym between projects
when you make up your modelling
dough, colour it with food colouring in
different shades for each team. Circle
the area on small pieces of maps, which
you want them to make a model of.
Play dough can be made at home or
purchased. The following recipe works
well but should be stored in the
refrigerator or it becomes sticky.
Depending upon the age of the group
flash cards could be used as follows:
NAME

LOOKS LIKE

PLAY DOUGH RECIPE
2 cups salt
1 cup cornstarch
1.25 cups water
food colouring
1. Mix all the ingredients together
except food colouring.
2. Using a wooden spoon cook over a
low flame stirring constantly until the
mixture thickens into a doughy mass.
3. Remove from heat immediately. Cool
until able to handle.
4. Knead in food colouring.
5. Store in balls in wax paper or plastic
wrap in a covered jar in the refrigerator.

CONTOUR
LOOKS LIKE

I.O.F.
SYMBOL

MEMORY
HOOKS

Hill

Land goes down
on all sides

Knoll

Land goes down
on all sides
small hill

Re-entrant

The land goes UP
on 3 sides and
DOWN on one
(a valley)
The land goes
DOWN on 3 sides
and UP on one

Spur

spur
Saddle

saddle

The land goes UP
on 2 sides and
DOWN on 2 sides
saddle
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RUNNERS INN
LTD
The compleat runners shop

•
•
•
•

Road Shoes
Tracksuits
Singlets
T-Shirts

•
•
•
•

Track Shoes
Sweaters
Shorts
Books & Magazines

RUNNERS INN
LTD
100A QUEEN ST., AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
P.O. Box 2535 :: Telephone 31-921
342 GREAT NORTH ROAD, HENDERSON
Telephone 836-1345
SHOP 69 MANUKAU CITY CENTRE
Telephone 279-8205

